Spectra Food Services Job Openings
Dishwasher $14 per hour
Responsible for washing and sanitizing all tableware, serving materials, cooking equipment and small wares.

Concession Cook $14.25
Responsible for preparing concession menu items utilizing cooking equipment in a fast-paced environment. The
Concession Cook must adhere to high food quality standards to ensure guest satisfaction. Portion control, food waste and
sanitation are additional areas that the Concession Cook must be aware of while operating in the concession stand.

Premium Cook $14.75
Responsible for preparing premium (restaurant/suites) menu items utilizing cooking equipment in a fast-paced
environment. Must adhere to high food quality standards to ensure guest satisfaction. Portion control, food waste and
sanitation are additional areas that they must be aware of.

Warehouse Runner $14.25
Responsible for the accurate and timely delivery of food, beverage and paper stock throughout the venue. Expected to
complete other tasks related to the maintenance of the warehouse including sweeping, mopping, organizing storage areas
and cleaning commissary dishes. Responsible for delivering beer kegs and soda supplies to the appropriate concession
stands with attention to accuracy and organization. Troubleshoot problems with soda and beer dispensing equipment and
inform management if additional maintenance is required and will assist with general distribution duties in addition to their
specific responsibilities.

Concession Cashier | Expo $13.75
The Cashier is responsible for providing excellent customer service by accurately and efficiently processing patron’s food
and beverage purchases through our POS System. Performs delivery of food, cleaning and closing of stand. *Tipped
Position in Some Locations

Concession Stand Lead $14.25
The Stand Lead is responsible for the opening and closing of the stand, supervises Concessions Cashiers operating
the Point-of-Sale system/cash register, maintains inventory, ensures all cleanliness & food handling procedures
are followed. The Stand Lead will be responsible for maintaining accurate paperwork. *Tipped Position in Some
Locations

Restaurant Server $13.75
The Restaurant Server is responsible for serving guests in the dining areas at the Arena Grill Restaurant during venue
events. Servers must be personable and able to work in an ever- changing fast-paced environment. Knowledge of menu
& beverage options, cleaning & turning tables. Tipped Position

Suite Attendant $13.75
Suite Attendant is responsible for the set up and preparation of the Suites along with serving guests. Must be
personable & able to work in an ever-changing fast-paced environment. The employee must maintain excellent
attendance and be available to work events and locations as scheduled per business needed including Suites, Octane
Lounge & Arena Grill. Tipped Position

Premium Runner $14
The Runner assists the Suite Attendants & Restaurant Servers in providing Suites & Restaurant guests with a pleasant
experience. The Runner is primarily responsible for preparing and stocking the Pantry with the appropriate product,
utensils & supplies. They assist in the set up and execution of preordered food and beverage items as well as delivery of
restaurant orders the event. Following the event, the Runner will ensure the Pantry is cleaned and restocked. Tipped

Position

